
 

A “Cool Spot“ in Kitzbühel, Austria: Casual elegance at Hotel Kitzhof for a 

distinctly different Alpine stay 
 

Stylish design meets traditional ambience at Hotel Kitzhof Mountain Design Resort. Centrally located 

at the city park and offering views of the Kitzbüheler Horn and Hahnenkamm peaks, Hotel Kitzhof is 

situated just a five-minute walk from Kitzbühel’s idyllic town center. The luxurious hotel offers a 

total of 162 guest rooms, studios and suites. The Kitz Spa measures 700 square meters and includes 

an indoor pool, a new sauna area with four saunas as well as five treatment rooms for relaxing spa 

rituals. Local and international cuisine is served in the hotel’s various restaurant areas. Exclusive 

furniture by renowned manufacturers such as Baxter, Dedon, Artemide or Foscarini provide a 

unique flair to the hotel’s interior. The hotel garden includes a sun terrace, waterfall, reclining area 

as well as a modern interpretation of a cottage garden and invites guests to linger. 

 

The rate for a double room starts at 218 Euros including a champagne breakfast, at 140 Euros for a 

single room. For further information and reservation Hotel Kitzhof Mountain Design Resort can be 

contacted by phone +43 5356-63211-0 or online at www.hotel-kitzhof.com. Bookings and 

reservations can also be placed via the toll-free Design Hotels™ reservations hotline 00800 3746 

8357 or online at www.designhotels.com.  

 

…Exceptional: Deer antlers meet designer lighting 

Upon entering the lobby and Kitz Lounge, the eye is met by a stunning mix of contemporary and 

traditional design elements. Natural materials and warm color schemes dominate the look. Through 

the generous implementation of glass, the interior is bathed in natural daylight, further enhancing 

the creative concept. The use of local materials throughout the hotel – antique wood, Larch wood 

flooring, elegant furnishings held in red and grey loden – lends a sense of place and familiarity to the 

modern interior. The treasured Tyrolean style is accented by sepia photography from “the good old 

times”. The color scheme of the lobby carries over into the guest rooms. With great attention to 

detail, the Alpine influence is clearly seen and felt in an environment of modern comfort. As an 

homage to the surroundings a stylized fawn adorns the cushions and bedside lamps. The Studios on 

the top floor combine elegant design and high-end materials of renowned manufacturers with 

coziness, floor-to-ceiling windows and spectacular views of the Kitzbüheler Horn and the famous ski-

run Streif. The expansive Kitzhof Suite offers 170 square meters of space including two bedrooms, a 

living room and unique panoramic views. High ceilings supported by open rustic beams, minimalistic 

interior design and a large fireplace give the suites their striking appearance.  

 

…Escape: Wellness with a combination of medical and natural cosmetics  

The design of the Kitz Spa is held in the same contemporary Alpine style and offers five treatment 

rooms. Guests are pampered by the expert hands of spa therapists with treatments and products by 

Ericson Laboratoire Paris and Susanne KaufmannTM Organic Treats. The use of high potential cell 

extracts, biotech enzymes, ultra-polymerised DNA, phytohormones and extracts of fresh caviar cells 

is responsible for the rapid and clearly noticeable results of Ericson Laboratoire Paris products and 

treatments on face and body.  

http://www.hotel-kitzhof.com/
http://www.designhotels.com/


 

The holistic approach by Susanne KaufmannTM Organic Treats focuses on natural essences and oils 

with active plant ingredients and a very good compatibility. Relaxation is guaranteed in the new 

spacious sauna landscape with sanarium, Swiss stone pine sauna, steam bath as well as a brine steam 

bath. In the adjoining relaxation area guests can rewind with a view of the fireplace and the 

spectacular waterfall. A 15 x 5 meter indoor pool is also part of the 700 square meter wellness area. 

A gym offering the newest Life Fitness equipment helps guests to stay fit throughout their stay. 

 

…Excellent: Delicacies from Tyrol 

In the various restaurant areas of the hotel chef Jürgen Bartl and his team take care of the guests’ 

taste buds and culinary wellbeing. Different themes were given to each culinary venue: the brightly 

decorated Weißer Hirsch serves an ample champagne breakfast buffet each morning, complete with 

a view of the garden. In the evening, guests gather here to savor the culinary delights of varying 

gourmet menus. The à-la-carte restaurant Kaminstuben offers exclusive Tyrolean cuisine for 

connoisseurs. Apart from local specialties chef Jürgen Bartl prepares dishes with a contemporary and 

health-minded twist. The rustic, cozy ambience of the Kitz Alm brings the mountain experience to the 

hotel guests, minus the strenuous hike. Dark Swiss stone pine wood and hunt trophies give the name 

to the private dining venue Jagdstube where up to ten guests can savor custom-created gourmet 

menus. An authentic ‘Brettljausen’ (charcuterie platter) and a selection of classic Alpine spirits are 

served as well. An additional highlight is the Vinothek with a walk-in wine cellar where the sommelier 

is available to help guests select the perfect wine as accompaniment to the degustation menu which 

is served on a weekly basis. The ideal spot to take a pre-dinner aperitif or night cap can be found in 

the spacious Kitz Lounge. 

 

…Extra-inspiring: A stimulating ambience for creative meetings 

Four exclusive conference rooms offer a stimulating yet natural ambience with antique wood ceilings 

panellings and solid oak tables. On the garden floor the event venue "Kitzbüheler Alpen," which 

covers 340 square meter and can be divided into four rooms, presents itself with larch wood floors 

and antique wood ceilings, grey loden chairs, cream-coloured loden curtains, state-of-the-art 

technology and a wonderful view of the garden. This beautiful location offers the perfect setting for 

conferences and special occasions such as weddings and family festivities. 

 

 

About Hotel Kitzhof 

At the Hotel Kitzhof Mountain Design Resort stylish design meets traditional ambience. Located at 

the Stadtpark with a view of the Kitzbüheler Horn and the Hahnenkamm, the Kitzhof is just a five-

minute walk from the picturesque centre of Kitzbühel. The luxurious hotel has a total of 162 rooms, 

studios and suites. A 700 square metre spa area with five treatment rooms, a large pool and a sauna 

area with sanarium, Swiss stone pine sauna, steam bath, brine steam bath and adjoining relaxation 

area with a view of the spectacular waterfall completes the offer. The differently designed restaurant 

areas entice with local delicacies and international cuisine. Hotel Kitzhof is a member of Design 

Hotels™, a collection of more than 300 creative and individually managed hotels in over 60 countries 

worldwide. Further information can be found at www.hotel-kitzhof.com.   

http://www.hotel-kitzhof.com/


 

For further press inquiries: 

LMG Management  

Anja Hoebler  

Bavariaring 38, 80336 Munich, Germany 

Tel.: +49 89 45 21 86-13, Fax: -20 

E-Mail: kitzhof@lmg-management.de 

Internet: www.lmg-management.de 
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